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The Cambridge Teacher and School Leader standards define the key professional 
characteristics and practices that teachers and leaders should develop to enable 
effective student learning in Cambridge schools.

Last year…

http://www.cambridgeinternational.org/teacher-and-leader-standards



KWL

On your flip chart:

What do you Know about the Standards?

What do you Want to know?

And later … what have you Learnt?



The RAG grids

Using the standards to reflect on your teaching and leadership



RAG grid example



Case Study #1 - Angola

School Type: CIS, Secondary
Central Issue: due to management changes, Cambridge 

teaching department is made up of 25 teachers – 17 of 
whom have no teaching qualification

Use of the Standards: used the wheels to determine the 
areas of focus and the grids to hone in on support needed

Outcome: school instigated a Cambridge PDQ 
Programme

Next Steps: to commence PDQ programme and measure 
the impact against the Standards baseline



Case Study #1 - Zimbabwe

School Type: Prospect School, Secondary
Central Issue: some help needed to improve the quality of 

teaching and learning prior to starting the Cambridge 
curriculum

Use of the Standards: used the wheels to determine the 
areas of focus and the grids as a diagnostic tool to allow 
them to focus their professional development needs

Next steps: teachers to complete the grids and the 
analysis will reveal next steps.  Will suggest linking to 
School Leader Standards



Case Study #1 - Leadership

School Type: Prospect School, Primary
Central Issue: No suitably qualified Head Teacher
Use of the Standards: using the wheels and the grids to 

help them devise a job description, interview questions 
and selection criteria for interview

Next steps: interview!



Over to you…

Activity One

 If you are in a school group, do work together.  Otherwise, 
pair up

Using one or both of you as a case study:
 read Standard 6 in the Teacher and School Leader Standards (they 

are to do with evaluating impact )
 Focus in on 6.4 and 6.5 of the Leader Standards and 6.6 of the 

Teacher Standards
 Identify a potential issue or opportunity for improvement that resonates 

with these Standards at your school.

Begin to complete your own Action Plan



Over to you…

Activity Two

Now look at the RAG grids associated with Standard 
Statements 6.4 and 6.5 of the Leadership Standards and 6.6 
of the Teacher Standards

Which of these would be most useful in helping to clarify your 
issue?  What data do you think you will get back?  What 
decisions will it help you to make?

Update your Action Plan



Over to you…

Activity Three

Now make connections:
 if you have focused on the Leader Standards, how might the 

information you collect impact your teachers?  How could 
you use the Standards to support this process?

 If you have focused on the Teacher Standards, what 
implications might your findings have for your school 
leadership?  How might you suggest they use the Standards 
to support this process

Update your Action Plan



Over to you…

Activity Four

And finally… once your chosen intervention(s) are in place, 
how will you continue to use the Standards to ensure 
continuous improvement?

Update your Action Plan



Next steps…

Return to your flip chart:

Earlier you identified:

What you Knew about the Standards

What you Wanted to know

And now … what have you Learnt?  And perhaps, 
what will you do differently as a result?



Finally

Stay in touch – we’re keen to continue to develop 
and continue to support the Standards and their 
use and we can only do that with your help.

We’d love to showcase more case studies so do 
leave your details if you’re interested in being 
involved.



Thank you
Any questions?


